
Home Learning >>> Wight's Firsties - - - Week of may 25-28 - - - Happy Summer!   
Day & 

Learning 
Topics 

 LEARNING PACKET  
Activities can be done any day... this is 
just a suggestion. Please save all work.  

Packets are complete! 

FLIPGRID 
www.flipgrid.com  

Flip Code: wightsfirsties  
Log In ID: first name only  

(i.e. Samantha)	

EXTRAS  
Here are some extra activities to check out this 

week. **can be found on my website: 
wightsfirsties.weebly.com	(tab in parenthesis) 

Monday 

Happy  
Memorial Day! 	

**ANIMAL RESEARCH FINISHED- Make sure to 
share all of your animal research with you. You can 
do that through FlipGrid, by completing the packet, 
or using an electronic tool such as Google Slides or 

Prezi! (Animal Project) 
 

**Mini-Mrs. Wight & Mrs. Chilson CONTINUED - Take 
us with you on all of your SUMMER ADVENTURES! 

(Mini Mrs. Wight & Mrs. Chilson) 
 

**Time Games - If you have not had a chance to play 
the games sent home in the final mailing find some 

time over the summer to play them!  
 

**3D Shape Nets- If you had not had the chance to 
compose the 3D shape nets, set them aside for a 
rainy summer day to put them aside to review!  

 
**Summer Learning Mats - PLEASE TAKE 

ADVANTAGE OF THESE FUN SUMMER LEARNING 
OPPORTUNITIIES! This will help prevent the summer 

slide.  
 

**Brain Breaks (Brain Breaks!)	
	

Read, Read, And Read some more 
 

Lexia 
  
**Spelling and Sight Word Practice (Phonics and Sight 

Word Practice)  
    

**Math Fact Fluency Practice (Math Websites)	

Tuesday	
Please use this final week of school to complete 
any learning activities that you need to finish. If 

there is anything that you have not completed out 
of the packets, have any remaining FlipGrid Topics 
to complete, or any additional activities please do 
so, or engage in any of the extra activities that 

have been posted.  
Once packets or any extra activities are finished, 

please turn them in to the Elementary School.  

THANK YOU!	

Wednesday	

Thursday	

Friday	 HAPPY SUMMER! 	



	


